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Prologue:
This is a story about a warrior who´s named Natsu and about a Dragon who´s named Igneel. Since Natsu was a
child, he hated dragons, so he decided to turn into a warrior to kill dragons. Igneel was a 200 year old dragon and
he always hated humans because they killed dragons, but when he met Natsu, he started to see that humans were
very good. At the beginning of the story Natsu traveled with friends from Europe to North America. When Natsu
met with Igneel, Natsu had lost his Friends to others dragons, Igneel didn´t kill Natsu because he felt too bad for
him. So Natsu and Igneel started a life together trying to be friends. Finally they saw that as Natsu and Igneel, the
humans and dragons were living beings.
Chapter One: Life of Natsu and his Friends
In 1200, there was a city named Magnolia. In this city there was a child who was named Natsu. He had a very
beautiful life when he was a child until his parents died because of the dragons. So he started to train to be a
Viking, so he could kill dragons with his friends, their names were Haku, Chise and Jonathan.
After training for 2 years…
-Natsu: let’s go traveling in search for dragons and discover other places.
-Jonathan: Yeah, let’s go, that´s why we trained.
-Haku and Chise: Yeah, let’s go friends.
After that, they started their trip. They had a lot of fights with baby dragons, they had to take turns to take care of
each other while sleeping at night because the dragons were dangerous. They had to stay in the same place during
the following weeks, they needed to build a boat to navigate. After they built the boat, they started to navigate. It
took them 2 weeks navigating, and after the second week they saw a place at a distance of 10 km, but the place
had a lot of dragons that had been flying there, so Natsu, Haku, Chise, and Jonathan got prepared.
-Chise: We should wait until evening to enter this place.
-Natsu: Yeah… it´s a good idea, you guys have to prepare your weapons… until evening.
After waiting until evening, they started to get closer to the place. When they arrived, they found many dragons
as babies and adults there. The dragons were sleeping, so Natsu and his Friends went to the boat and started to
walk in silence, so they would not wake up. When they arrived at the center of the area, a dragon suddenly
appeared, whose name was Igneel…
-Igneel: Get out of this place, I don´t like humans and I don´t want to kill some kids…
-Natsu: You should get out of our way… We don´t want to kill dragons in this moment…
-Igneel (growling): Get out of here tomorrow if you don´t want to die.
-Natsu: But I don’t think it will be possible for us to leave.
Igneel left and Natsu and his friends started to walk to the jungle so they could camp in a certain zone where
dragons couldn´t fly.

Chapter Two: Life Alone
After Natsu and his friends heard the warning of Igneel, they decided to hide in a cave. Natsu started to see what
the other dragons did for a few days. One day Natsu and his friends went in search of baby dragons, suddenly a
dragon appeared that was the same age and had the same strength as Igneel, and his name was Acnologia.
Acnologia: What are humans doing in this place? You should die!
Natsu: Come Dragon, try to kill us.
Acnologia: You guys are so brave!
The youngsters started to attack to Acnologia, The dragon started to laugh because Natsu and his friend’s didn’t
make damage, so when the youngsters stopped their attacks, Acnologia took advantage to attack them, so Chise,
Haku and Jonathan pushed Natsu to dodge the attack from the dragon, at that moment the three started to die,
Natsu didn’t know what to do… Chise stayed alive a few seconds more.
Chise: Run Natsu, don't die.
Natsu (crying): Sorry friends, it´s my fault!
Chapter Three: Life Together
When Natsu escaped avoiding his death, He went to the cave, at that moment Igneel appeared…
Igneel: I warned you, you guys had to leave this place.
Natsu (Sad): Yes… You were right.
Igneel: Come, I'll take you to a place where you'll be safe from other dragons.
Natsu (Sad): Okay...
Natsu accompanied Igneel, they went to an island where the only dragon in the place was Igneel, so, when they
arrived, Natsu laid down by a tree. Natsu lasted one week without eating, so Igneel started to collect food for
Natsu, Natsu figured out that Igneel was collecting food for himself, so Natsu kept thinking of what Igneel was
doing.
Igneel: Hello human, take this food.
Natsu: Why did you bring me food if we are enemies?
Igneel: I don´t know.
Natsu finished eating and went where Igneel was and thanked him for the food. They started to be friends. When
they spent the time together, Natsu and Igneel noticed that dragons and humans were not bad. They spent their
lives together until Natsu died at an old age. Igneel for the rest of his life continued being good to humans. And
dragons and humans never fought again.

